
Beta Installation Instructions
There are now three great ways to utilize your new IBI acrylic product. Each IBI product is supplied 
with two strong-hold screws to fasten your product to the wall, a 5" or 9" long strip of super strong 
double-sided tape to attach to your lab bench, or four small clear rubber feet to prevent scratching 
while setting on your work top.

Installation Screws
To fasten your new IBI product to the wall of your lab, we have provided two strong-hold screws, 
along with flush mount holds in your product to do just that. It is strongly recommended that when 
installing this product to the wall of your lab, the screws are set into the framework of the wall, or 
into some kind of backing material. These screws are NOT intended to hold against drywall alone. 
Additional mounting screws can be purchased from IBI using part number IB3300041.

Double-Sided Tape
To fasten your new IBI product to your lab bench (or any other smooth surface), we have provided a 
5" or 9" long piece of super strong double-sided tape. For best results, first attach the double-sided 
tape to the IBI product, in between the two drilled holes will work best. To do this, remove the clear 
film from the tape strip and apply to your new IBI product. Apply a slight amount of pressure to 
ensure a good even bond. Next, remove the red side of the tape strip exposing the adhesive. Locate 
where you would like your new IBI product to be located, and press your new IBI product firmly 
against this spot. Apply a slight amount of pressure to ensure a good bond. If in the future you would 
like to move your IBI product to a different location, additional tape strips can be purchased from IBI 
using part number 230230-00 (for the 5" piece) and 230234-00 (for the 9" piece).

Small Clear Rubber Feet
If you would like to place your new IBI product on your bench top, we have also supplied you with 
four small rubber feet to help protect the bottom surface from scratches and blemishes. To apply the 
feet, simply remove the rubber foot from the strip provided and place on the bottom surface of your 
product. It is best to place the feet approximately 1" in from the corner of the product.
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